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Lupin seeds have an excellent nutritional profile, including a high proportion of protein
and dietary fiber. These qualities make lupin seeds an ideal candidate to help meet the
growing global demand for complementary sources of protein. Of consequence to this
application, there are nutritional and antinutritional properties assigned to the major lupin
seed storage proteins—referred to as α-, β-, δ- and γ-conglutins The variation in the
abundance of these protein families can impact the nutritional and bioactive properties
of different lupin varieties. Hence, exploring the conglutin protein profiles across a diverse
range of lupin varieties will yield knowledge that can facilitate the selection of superior
genotypes for food applications or lupin crop improvement. To support this knowledge
generation, discovery proteomics was applied for the identification of the 16 known
conglutin subfamilies from 46 domestic and wild narrow-leafed lupin (NLL) genotypes.
Consequently, the diversity of abundance of these proteins was evaluated using liquid
chromatography–multiple reaction monitoring-mass spectrometry (LC–MRM-MS). This
comparative study revealed a larger variability for the β- and δ-conglutin content
across the lines under study. The absence/lower abundance of the β2- to β6-conglutin
subfamilies in a subset of the domesticated cultivars led to substantially lower overall
levels of the allergenic β-conglutin content in these NLLs, for which the elevation of the
other conglutin families were observed. The diversity of the conglutin profiles revealed
through this study—and the identification of potential hypoallergenic genotypes—will
have great significance for lupin allergic consumers, food manufactures as well as grain
breeders through the future development of lupin varieties with higher levels of desirable
bioactive proteins and lower allergen content.
Keywords: narrow-leafed lupin, Lupinus angustifolius, plant-based protein, conglutin, legume, proteomics, LCMRM-MS

Abbreviations: LC-MS, Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; LC-MRM-MS, Liquid chromatography-multiple
reaction monitoring-mass spectrometry; NLL, Narrow-leafed lupin; DTT, dithiothreitol; PCA, Principal component analysis;
HCA, Hierarchical cluster analysis; GO, Gene ontology; IDA, Information dependent acquisition.
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Still, there remains an opportunity to expand current knowledge
regarding conglutin abundance in a wider variety of domesticated
cultivars and diverse wild accessions to unravel the natural
proteome diversity in lupin seeds and exploit this knowledge for
crop improvement.
In this study, the diversity of the conglutin profiles across
a panel of 46 genetically diverse NLL genotypes (including
16 domesticated and 30 wild accession) were assessed
through a combination of discovery and targeted proteomics
measurements. The detected conglutin peptides were used to
evaluate the conservation of the conglutin protein sequences
across the analyzed NLLs. The differentiation and quantitative
study of the 16 known conglutin proteins across these genotypes
were achieved through monitoring a set of marker peptides
deemed representative of each conglutin subfamily. The
knowledge gained from this work will facilitate progress in the
identification of genotypes containing higher levels of desirable
nutritional, and lower content of antinutritional, conglutins. The
resulting varieties can be expected to produce seeds tailored for
heath and food purposes or be incorporated in NLL breeding
programs to further enhance the quality of the lupin grain as a
food ingredient.

INTRODUCTION
Interest in plant-based protein sources is on the rise (1) with
growth driven by a rapidly increasing population, consumer
demand and a groundswell for planetary health (2). The nutrientdense grain legumes, also known as pulses, are one of the
most promising plant-based complementary sources of protein,
which could have a major contribution in enhancing global
food security and environmental sustainability (3). Among the
legumes, the lupin seeds stand out, owing to their favorable
nutritional profiles associated to the remarkably high levels of
quality protein and dietary fiber, as well as the nutraceutical
benefits, including obesity-, type 2 diabetes-, and cardiovascular
disease prevention (4).
Lupins belong to the diverse Lupinus genus of the Fabaceae
family, which have been cultivated for thousands of years.
Currently, narrow-leafed lupin (NLL, Lupinus angustifolius),
white lupin (Lupinus albus), pearl lupin (Lupinus mutabilis)
and yellow lupin (Lupinus luteus) are the most cultivated
species of lupin and are mainly grown as green manure in
rotation with cereal crops or used as stockfeed. Despite their
vast potential as a plant-based protein source, this ancient
legume is under-utilized as a food ingredient; however, with
the increasing demand in nutritious plant-based protein sources,
the lupin market has the potential to expand beyond animal
feed applications. NLL, also known as Australian sweet lupin,
is one of the most recently domesticated crops (5). Genetic
diversity studies targeting the NLL germplasm have resulted
in the identification of a wide genetic and adaptive diversity,
which can be accessed for improving lupin crops (6). In contrast,
measurements of variation in the proteome of NLL germplasm
have been hitherto underexplored.
The conglutin seed storage proteins are the most abundant
protein class in NLL seeds, which not only serve as a
nutrient reservoir for the germinating seed but also impact
the nutritional quality of lupin seeds as a protein source for
humans and livestock. These proteins have been classified
into four major families: α-, β-, γ-, and δ- conglutins, which
comprise three, seven, two, and four subfamilies, respectively
(7). Distinct nutritional and nutraceutical properties have
been attributed to each conglutin family; for example, the γconglutins are known to have blood glucose lowering effects
(8), whilst β-conglutin proteins—which have demonstrated antiinflammatory and antioxidant activities—are reported as the
major proteins responsible for lupin allergy (9). Hence, variation
in abundance of these proteins across different lupin varieties
can impact their nutritional quality and bioactive effects. In fact,
comparative evaluations have identified substantial variations in
the functional properties (10), health benefits (11), allergenicity
potential (12, 13) and digestibility (14) across different lupin
cultivars. The relationships of the conglutin profiles with these
traits are yet to be explored. The previous effort to study
the NLL intraspecific proteome diversity have included a
qualitative evaluation of the Australian domesticated cultivars
using the polymorphism in the protein mass peak profiles
(15), as well as the qualitative assessment of the four major
conglutin families across a limited set of NLL cultivars (16).

Frontiers in Nutrition | www.frontiersin.org

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Material
Overall, 46 NLL accessions were included in this study. This panel
included: (a) 30 genetically diverse wild accessions, representing
the natural geographic range of the species throughout the
Mediterranean Basin (17, 18); and (b) 16 fully domesticated
and semi-domesticated NLL accessions which comprise of
11 cultivars released throughout the four different phases
of Australian lupin breeding program, two breeding lines
(Australian and Belarusian) as well as three Polish cultivars.
The seed material for these genotypes were obtained from the
Australian Grains Genebank (Horsham, VIC, Australia), CSIRO
Agriculture and Food (Floreat, WA, Australia) and Australian
Grain Technologies (Northam, WA, Australia). The identifiers
used for these accessions throughout the manuscript, as well as
the information on their country of origin, domesticated/wild
status and supplier are summarized in Supplementary Table 1.
All the seed samples were inspected to exclude foreign
contamination and ground into a fine powder using a mixer mill
(model MM400 Retsch, Germany).

Chemicals, Enzymes, and Solvents
All the reagents and chemicals used were of analytical grade.
Tris-hydroxymethyl aminomethane hydrochloride (TrisHCl), dithiothreitol (DTT), iodoacetamide (IAM), n-hexane,
ammonium bicarbonate, acetonitrile (ACN), and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Bayswater,
VIC, Australia). Urea and formic acid were acquired from
ChemSupply (Gillman, SA, Australia). Sequencing grade trypsin
and protease inhibitor cocktail was purchased from Promega
(Alexandria, NSW, Australia). BCA Protein Assay Kit Reducing
Agent Compatible was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific
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(LC–MS/MS), using an Ekspert nanoLC415 (Eksigent, Dublin,
CA, United States) coupled to a TripleTOF 6600 MS (SCIEX,
Redwood City, CA, United States) system. The detailed LC–
MS acquisition method parameters were described precisely by
Colgrave et al. (21). In summary, the peptide samples (6 µL)
were desalted on a polar C18 ProteCol trap column (Trajan;
3 µm Particle Size x 300 Å Pore Size, 10 mm x 300 µm ID)
with 0.1% formic acid for 5 min at a flow rate of 10 µL/min,
then separated at flow rate of 5 µL/min on a ChromXP C18
(3 µm, 120 Å, 150 mm × 0.3 mm) column (30◦ C) by applying
the following gradient: 5–45% B over period of 40 min, 45–90%
B in 5 min, 5 min hold at 90% B, return to 5% B over 1 min
and 11 min re-equilibration. Solvent A consisted of aqueous
5% DMSO and 0.1% formic acid, whilst solvent B consisted of
aqueous 5% DMSO, 90% acetonitrile, and 0.1% formic acid.
The eluent from HPLC was introduced to the DuoSpray ion
source of the mass spectrometer. The ion spray voltage floating
was set to 5,500 V; the curtain gas to 30 psi; ion source gas 1
and 2–18 and 20 psi, respectively; and the heated interface was
set at 100◦ C. The data was acquired in information dependent
acquisition (IDA) mode, where the MS1 scan range was defined
between 350 and 1,250 m/z using an accumulation time of
0.25 s. The 30 most intense precursors meeting the selection
criteria of charge state between 2 and 5 and intensity greater
than 150 were selected for further fragmentation (MS/MS). MS2
spectra were acquired over the mass range of 100–1,800 m/z with
0.05 s accumulation time. For optimum peptide fragmentation
the manufacturer’s rolling collision energy (CE) and a collision
energy spread (CES) of 5 V was applied. The dynamic exclusion
was enabled to exclude precursor ions after two occurrences
within a 15 s interval and a mass tolerance of 100 ppm (peaks
within 4 Da of the precursor m/z were excluded).

(Scoresby, VIC, Australia). The HPLC-grade water (18 M
cm) was prepared using an Arium pro ultrapure water system
(Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany).
R

Sample Defatting
For lipid removal from the lupin samples, 200 µL of n-hexane
solvent was added to micro-tubes containing ∼20 mg of lupin
flour and vortexed until thoroughly combined. The samples
were further mixed using a thermoshaker (model GRA13687717,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia) at 1,000 rpm
for 20 min. This was followed by centrifugation (10 min) at
20,800 × g (with all steps repeated three times). Subsequently,
the samples were air dried in a fume hood and stored at 3◦ C for
protein extraction (which was conducted within 24 h).

Protein Extraction and Protein
Estimation
A recently optimized urea-based protocol was used for the
efficient extraction of the proteins from lupin seeds (19). Briefly,
800 µL of urea buffer (8 M urea, 2% (w/v) DTT, 1% (v/v)
protease inhibitor cocktail in 0.1 M Tris-HCl; pH 8.2) was added
to 20 mg of defatted lupin varieties (n = 3). The mixture was
vigorously vortexed and incubated in a thermoshaker (600 rpm)
at RT for 45 min. The solutions were centrifuged for 15 min at
20,800 × g and aliquots of the supernatant were collected for
subsequent analysis. Protein estimations were conducted using
a BCA Protein Assay Kit (PierceTM , Thermo Fisher Scientific)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Tryptic Digestion
The tryptic peptides were generated using the filter-aided sample
preparation (FASP) procedure as described previously (20) with
minor modifications. In brief, 25 µL of the protein extracts were
transferred onto 10 kDa molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) filters
(Millipore, Bayswater, VIC, Australia) and washed twice using
100 µL of urea buffer (8 M urea in 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.2)
with centrifugation (20,800 × g, 10 min). After which 100 µL of
25 mM iodoacetamide (in 8 M urea in 1 M Tris-HCl) was added
for cysteine alkylation and the samples incubated in the dark
at RT for 20 min. The excess iodoacetamide was then removed
through two consecutive washes (100 µL of urea buffer) and
centrifugation (20,800 × g, 10 min) steps. This was followed by
buffer exchange with two 100 µL volumes of 100 mM ammonium
bicarbonate (pH = 8.4) and centrifugation (20,800 × g, 10 min).
Subsequently, 125 µL of 0.02 µg/µL sequencing grade trypsin (in
50 mM ammonium bicarbonate) was added to each filter and the
samples were incubated overnight at 37◦ C. The digested peptides
were collected in fresh centrifuge tubes with centrifugation at
20,800 × g for 15 min. The filters were washed with 200 µL 0.1%
formic acid and the combined filtrates were evaporated to dryness
in a vacuum centrifuge.

Lupin-Specific Database Creation
The de novo transcriptome assemblies of Tanjil, Unicrop and
P27255 released by CSIRO (22), were retrieved from the Lupin
Genome Portal.1 Open reading frames with a minimum of 150
nucleotide length cut-off value were predicted from the RNA-seq
data. These sequences were translated and functionally annotated
using Pfam domain analysis within the CLC Main Workbench
v21.0.4 (23), which applies the hmmsearch algorithm (from the
HMMER3 package version 3.1b1) for domain identification in
proteins. These sequences were appended to the UniProt Lupinus
protein sequence entries (32,833 sequences downloaded on
21/04/2020), CSIRO NLL protein database (see text footnote 1),
Biognosys iRT pseudo-protein sequence as well as the common
repository of adventitious proteins (cRAP). Subsequently, the
sequences with 100% identity were excluded from the final
database (63,046 sequences).

Prediction of Potential Conglutin
Sequences, Phylogenetic Analysis, and
Epitope Mapping

Global Proteome Measurement

To identify the potential conglutin isoforms within the database,
the 16 reported NLL conglutin sequences (referred to as reference

The tryptic peptides were resuspended in 50 µL of 0.1%
formic acid and the pooled samples of biological replicates were
subjected to liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
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software (v19.1.0.193) and subjected to in silico digestion. The
ProteinPilot group files from the discovery proteomics data
collected from lupin samples previously in our laboratory (19)
and the combined search from the present study were used to
build a BiblioSpec library containing peptides with a confidence
value of > 0.95 (1% FDR). The library matched tryptic peptides
(allowing one missed cleavage) between 8 to 30 amino acids in
length with no variable modifications retained for the preliminary
analyses (278 peptides). The spectral library was employed to
determine the optimal multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
transitions for each peptide (six transition per peptide) and this
unscheduled method was used to acquire data using a pool of all
replicates. The results from these analyses were used to schedule
retention times and refine the peptide and MRM transition
list (minimum three transitions per peptide). The final targeted
method included 760 transitions and 250 peptides (including
modified forms), representing 21 proteins (Supplementary Data
Sheet 2).
For discerning the unique peptides for each conglutin
protein, the specificity of the MRM peptides was investigated
(on 2021/06/02) using the peptide match tool within the
Protein Information Resource website, where the Tanjil database
(accessed directly from UniProt) was set as the background
proteome (27).

conglutins throughout the manuscript) were searched against
the lupin database, using the BLASTp algorithm in CLC Main
Workbench v21.0.4. For discrimination of the conglutin subtypes the sequences with minimum 75% sequence identity
with reference conglutins were subjected to homology searching
(BLASTp) in NCBI, the resulted conglutin hits were additionally
confirmed by the evaluation of the distinctive structural features
such as the conserved Pfam domains and cysteine patterns. The
known and predicted conglutin sequences were aligned using the
Clustal W algorithm (24) and the corresponding phylogenetic
tree for each conglutin family was constructed within the CLC
Main Workbench v21.0.4. For identification of the potential
allergenic regions in conglutin sequences, the list of the known
epitopes was retrieved from the Immune Epitope Database
and Analysis Resource website2 and used as an input for a
motif search (100% sequence identity) within the CLC Main
Workbench v21.0.4.

Protein Identification
ProteinPilot 5.0.3 software (SCIEX) with the Paragon and
ProGroup algorithms was used to search the raw MS (IDA)
data against the in silico tryptic digests of the custom-built
lupin database (25). The search effort was set as “Thorough
ID” with iodoacetamide as cysteine alkylation agent and trypsin
as digestion enzyme; TripleTOF 6600 was selected for the
instrument type and biological modifications were enabled for
ID focus. The SCIEX FDR analysis tool was used for estimation
of false discovery rate (FDR) (26). A database search combining
all IDA files was conducted to attain a complete list of proteins
identified from all the lupin varieties; the reported identification
yields represent data at a 1% global FDR cut-off. The protein
identifications were robustly aligned across the group files using
the SCIEX Protein Alignment Template v3.002p.

Liquid Chromatography-Multiple
Reaction Monitoring-Mass Spectrometry
The experimental samples were divided into two batches. To
allow the post-acquisition removal of the systematic nonbiological variance between the batches, the injection order of
the samples was randomized. A QC sample composed of 1
µg/µL BSA tryptic digestion spiked with iRT peptides (1:10)
was analyzed prior to the batch and periodically throughout the
batch and was used to monitor the instrument performance and
the batch effect.
The chromatographic separation of the tryptic peptides (4 µL)
was achieved on an Exion AD UHPLC system (SCIEX), and the
quantitative acquisition was performed with a 6500 + QTRAP
mass spectrometer (SCIEX). The MRM data was acquired in
positive ion mode with the ion source temperature and the ion
spray voltage—floating set at 500◦ C and 5,500 V, respectively.
The MRM transitions were scheduled to be monitored within
60 s of their expected retention time (± 30 s) and the cycle
time was set at 0.6 s. Skyline software (v19.1.0.193) was utilized
for peak integration (28), wherein all the MRM peaks were
inspected manually to ensure correct peak detection, signal-tonoise (S/N) > 5, and accurate integration.

Conglutin-Derived Peptide Mapping
A custom R script was used to filter the conglutin-derived
tryptic peptides meeting a 1% FDR threshold with no unusual
modifications (allowing carbamidomethyl Cys, oxidation of Met,
and pyroglutamination of N-terminal Gln) from the FDR reports.
These peptides were then aligned across the NLL samples by
means of an in-house Python script and classified into six groups
based on their identification frequency, as follow: identified
across (a) 1–5; (b) 6–15; (c) 16–25; (d) 26–35; (e) 35–40 and (f)
41–46 NLL accessions. Using the motif search tool in the CLC
Main Workbench 21.0.4 software, the peptide sequences were
mapped to the reference conglutin protein sequences using 100%
sequence identity, color-coded based on the groups above and
evaluated for defining the conserved/variable regions of these
proteins among the study genotypes.

Peptide Data Processing and Statistical
Analysis

Targeted Assay Development and
Peptide Specificity Analysis

The peptide abundance data was exported from Skyline and
the batch effect was corrected by using the “Remove batch
effect” function within the Limma R package using the batch
information and the sample injection order as the covariate (29).
The technical variation across the triplicates of each genotype
was assessed by examining the coefficient of variation (CV) for

The conglutin proteins identified at 1% FDR from the
combined database searching were imported into Skyline
2
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each peptide. In total, 82 MRM peptides specific to the conglutin
subfamilies (which exhibited the highest signal intensity and the
lowest technical variability) were selected for the evaluation of the
conglutin protein profiles across the NLL genotypes.
The heatmap of the quantitative peptide data (log10
transformed) was generated in the Morpheus analysis software3
(Broad Institute, Cambridge MA, United States) where the one
minus Pearson correlation metric was selected for conducting
the unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA). The
multivariate relationships of the observations were assessed
through principal component analysis (PCA) of the peptide
level data (log10 transformed) within the SIMCA software
(Sartorius Stedim Biotech, v15.0). For multiple comparisons of
the experimental groups one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s
test was applied in GraphPad Prism v8 and the graphs comparing
the conglutin profiles were generated using a custom R script.

The structural characteristics considered for distinguishment of
the β-conglutins included the presence of two cupin_1 (PF00190)
domains (between 180–330 and 390–551 residues) and lack of
cysteine residues (Figure 1B), which were found with a specific
pattern in other members of vicilin-like proteins (31). Moreover,
two semi-conserved motifs (HYXn R and QQDEQEXn YXn LS)
were noted in the globular domain of these proteins. The δconglutin proteins were distinct due to the existence of the
conserved patterns of CXn CXn CCXn CXCXn CXn CXn C which is
generally a characteristic of the prolamin superfamily proteins
(32). Furthermore, a tryp_alpha_amyl domain (PF00234) was
found in the δ2 protein structure (Figure 1C). Finally, the
xylanase inhibitor N- and C-terminal domains (TAXi-N;
PF14543 and TAXi-C; PF14541) between 62–237 and 269–
430 residues were the main structural characteristic of the γconglutins where the cystine rich N-terminal region included
conserved CXn C repeated patterns (Figure 1D).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Protein and Peptide Identification
The IDA data for each NLL variety was searched against the
lupin specific database. This resulted in variable protein and
peptide identification yields at 1% FDR (between 1,418–1,994
proteins and 6,508–10,113 peptides) from these lines, the highest
and the lowest protein identification yields were observed for
D1 and W28 accessions, respectively (Supplementary Table 2).
In addition to the individual searches a combined database
search was conducted on the discovery proteomics datasets
encompassing all the 46 NLLs, which led to the identification of
3,534 proteins and 20,371 peptides (1% FDR). The comparative
qualitative analysis of the detected proteins across the analyzed
lines, indicated that ∼14% of the identified proteome was
commonly detectable across all the 46 NLL genotypes, whilst
∼5% the identifications were unique to an individual NLL variety.
The substantially higher (>43%) identification yield achieved
through the combined search compared to the individual
searches, as well as the low proportion of the commonly identified
proteome affirms a high level of proteome diversity among
the analyzed lines. The evaluation of the aligned discovery
metrics for the representation of the predicted conglutin proteins
revealed identification evidence for the characterization of four
α-, twelve β-, three δ-, and two γ-conglutin proteins based on
unique peptide evidence. There are three α-conglutins known
from NLL. The extra α-conglutin identification refers to a
transcriptome translated sequence from L. angustifolius cultivar
Unicrop which shares high sequence identity (96.1%) with α2conglutin reference sequence (UniProt ID: F5B8V7). Based on
the phylogenetic relationships of these proteins (Supplementary
Figure 1A), this is likely to be a cultivar specific variant of the α2
isoform. Whereas the additional four β-conglutin hits (present
in the UniProt NLL proteome database) exhibited a separate
clustering from the known β-conglutins in the phylogenetic tree
(Supplementary Figure 1B). However, the presence of other
conglutin subfamilies in NLL has been suggested to be unlikely
based on the in-depth cv Tanjil transcriptomic and draft genome
sequence analyses (7). Furthermore, the identification of the δ1conglutin protein was unachievable, which can be explained by
the high sequence identity (> 98%) of this protein with the

Lupin conglutins are the major seed storage proteins which are
known to have many health-promoting attributes, for example
blood glucose lowering (8) and enhanced satiety (30) effects.
In spite of these attributes conglutin proteins have also shown
some undesirable allergenic properties. In the present study, the
qualitative and quantitative diversity of the conglutin proteins
were evaluated across a wide range of domesticated and wild
NLL accessions from 14 countries (Algeria, Australia, Belarus,
Cyprus, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Morocco, Poland, Portugal,
Spain, Syria, and Turkey) using LC–MRM-MS. Screening the
available Lupinus angustifolius germplasm will provide insight
into the intraspecific proteome diversity and lead to identification
of varieties that contain higher levels of preferential and lower
amount of detrimental conglutins. The outcome of which can
benefit lupin breeding programs in the development of varieties
with an improved protein complement.

Discovery of Potential Conglutin
Sequences Within the Database
The lupin database used in this study was constructed using
the proteomic, transcriptomic, and genomic resources available
for different lupin varieties; consequently, it may include many
inter-cultivar conglutin protein variants. Using bioinformatic
techniques all the putative conglutin sequences present in the
database were determined. To this end, the sequences with > 75%
sequence identity with the 16 known NLL conglutin proteins
were defined, and this repertoire was further constricted by
evaluating the presence of discriminative structural features (such
as conserved Pfam domains and cysteine patterns) in these
sequences. This resulted in the identification of an additional
33 potential conglutin isoforms within the database, belonging
to the four major α-, β-, δ-, and γ-conglutin families. The αconglutins were recognizable by the presence of the conserved
patterns of CXn C and two cupin_1 (PF00190) domains (between
36–201 and 405–552 residues) in their sequences (Figure 1A).
3
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the main structural findings and conserved regions in (A) α-, (B) β-, (C) δ-, and (D) γ-conglutin sequences, as well as the
marker peptides used in LC-MRM-MS measurement of these proteins. The Pfam domains are highlighted in blue (Cupin_1), yellow (Tryp_alpha_amyl), purple
(TAXi_N), and pink (TAXi_C). The red lines show the position of cysteine residues, and the green blocks are representative of MRM marker peptides (quantitative
peptides). The conglutin peptides identified by IDA (qualitative peptides) are depicted by gray blocks, wherein the darker color indicates sequence regions commonly
identified across the analyzed lines (white blocks, 1–5 cultivars; black blocks, 40–46 cultivars).

were mainly found on the two β-barrel structures of these
sequences, which correspond to the cupin_1 domain regions
in these proteins (Figures 1A,B). Notably, for β-conglutins, the
least conserved peptides (present in less than 5 accessions) were
mostly mapped on the first 200 N-terminal amnio acid residues
of these sequences. This region—consisting of 8–10 α-helices—
is known as the mobile N-terminal arm, which has been also
shown to embrace the largest structural variability of the seven
NLL β-conglutins (33). It has been suggested that the putative
functional differences of the β-conglutin isoforms can be related
to these structural differences (9). In the γ1-conglutin the peptide
sequences that were identifiable across more than 40 lines were
found within the 269–430 residues that correlates with the TAXiC domain position within this protein (Figure 1D). Few peptides
with high conservations were also identifiable within the δ2 to δ4
and γ2 sequences (Figures 1C,D).

δ3 isoform. The 21 conglutin sequences identified based on
unique peptide evidence were selected for targeted quantitative
method development.

Evaluation of Conglutin Protein
Sequence Conservation Across the
Analyzed Narrow-Leafed Lupin Lines
The alignment of the detected conglutin peptides across the
samples was used to investigate the conglutin protein sequence
conservation between the 46 NLL genotypes under study. In total,
244 conglutin peptides were detected within the samples of which
86 peptides (∼35%) were commonly identified across 41–46 NLL
varieties, whilst 42 (∼17%) peptides were only detected in 1 to 5
NLL lines. The highest number of conglutin peptides (166) were
identified from the Syrian W10 accession, followed by the Italian
W1 (163 conglutin peptides) accession and the domesticated
Australian D7 and D13 (162 conglutin peptides) cultivars. All
conglutin peptides detected through the discovery proteomics
(fully tryptic and containing no unusual modifications) and the
MRM quantitative peptides were mapped onto the 16 reference
conglutin sequences (Figures 1A–D). The highly conserved αand β-conglutin peptides (identified in more than 40 lines)
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Selection of Marker Peptides for Each
Conglutin Subfamilies
The conglutin-derived peptides identified by the combined
database searching were selected for MRM-MS relative
quantitation of these proteins. The peptides for each conglutin
subfamily were selected using the following criteria: (1) specificity
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closer for D1 and D4). This indicates that the pedigree records
solely are unable to explain the distinctiveness of the conglutin
profiles of this cluster.
Within the second major cluster the Australian D7–D12
as well as the Polish D14 cultivated varieties, exhibited close
grouping with a set of wild accessions mainly from the Iberian
Peninsula (Spain and Portugal) and of North African (Morocco
and Algeria) origins. The similarity of the conglutin profiles of
these accessions can be ascribed to the western Mediterranean
origin of the cultivated NLL germplasm (34). Contrarily, the
more recent Australian D15 cultivar, which includes new wild
ecotypes in its pedigree (36), appeared in a separate sub-group
clustered with wild NLLs from Southern Europe (Greece and
Cyprus), Iberian Peninsula (Portugal, Spain) and North Africa
(Morocco). Moreover, within this major cluster the Belarussian
D16 breeding line displayed a separate clustering from the other
domesticated cultivars, the previous comparative diversity study
of the available NLL varieties and breeding lines identified the
Belarusian domesticated accessions genetically discrete, this was
concluded to be a consequence of the complex wild crosses used
in the Belarusian breeding program (34). Lastly, among the wild
accessions under study, the W27–W30 accessions displayed the
most distinct conglutin profiles.

of the peptide sequence to the target protein (evaluated against
Tanjil reference proteome); (2) fully tryptic; (3) identified
with ≥ 95% confidence; (4) restricted modifications to oxidation
(M), carbamidomethyl (C), and pyro-Glu (N-terminal Gln); and
(5) a signal to noise ratio (S/N) > 5. For the accurate quantitation
of the target proteins, the peptide list was further filtered to
retain maker peptides with the highest peak signal intensity
and the lowest technical variability for each conglutin protein;
a total of 22, 37, 13, and 10 marker peptides were selected for
evaluation of the α-, β-, δ-, and γ-conglutin proteins across 46
NLL genotypes. On the occasions where the measurement of an
individual protein was unachievable (because of high sequence
similarity and a lack of unique peptides), the quantified relative
abundance of the peptides was allocated to a protein group.
The list of marker peptides selected for the conglutin protein
subclasses, their corresponding technical variance and the
average peak areas are represented in Supplementary Table 3.
Typically, technical variation related to sample preparation and
analysis of < 13% was observed for the marker peptides (with
the exclusion of five peptides).

Multivariate Analysis of the Relative
Abundance Data
Unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) was applied
to the peptide level abundance data (log10 scaled), to probe the
relationships of the analyzed NLLs in terms of the conglutin
protein contents. The PCA score plot revealed vivid differences
in the conglutin profiles of the 46 lines (Figure 2A). The first
and second principal components (PC1 and PC2, respectively)
together explained ∼57.4% of the variability of the data, where
PC1 (39.9%) effectively summarized the variance primarily
related to the D1–D6 cultivars, and PC2 (17.5%) represented
the differences mainly driven from W13-W17, W19-W23, W28,
W31, and D15 accessions.
Evaluation of the loading vectors determined that the peptides
assigned to the β 2-, β 3-, and β4,6- subfamilies with negative
correlation in PC1, together with the δ2 and δ4 peptides—
which correlated positively in PC2—led the separation across the
accessions. Although distinct differences were observed across
the domesticated cultivars based on their conglutin contents,
no clear grouping was revealed based on the European or
Australian origin of these NLLs. Previous genetic diversity studies
provided concordant evidence regarding the close relationships
of the Australian and European domesticated populations, which
suggests shared ancestry or exchange of breeding materials (34).
The heatmap of the log10 transformed quantitative peptide
data and the corresponding unsupervised hierarchical cluster
analysis (HCA) revealed that the NLL lines fall into two major
clusters based on the distribution of the conglutin peptides
(Figure 2B). Therein, the stratification of the six domesticated
lines (D1–D6) from the remaining accessions was clearly
replicated. The Australian and Polish cultivars in this group
demonstrated distinct conglutin protein profiles compared to the
other 40 NLL accessions, the pedigree information available for
the Australian NLL cultivars in this cluster (35) suggests a distant
relationship among the D1, D4, D5, and D6 cultivars (relatively
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Comparative Quantitative Evaluation of
the Conglutin Families Across the
Analyzed Narrow-Leafed Lupin
Accessions
Distinctive biological functions and nutritional properties have
been ascribed to the four major conglutin families. The
comparative quantitative studies of these proteins across the
NLL resources available, in addition to its significance for
crop improvement, can also provide insight into the differing
nutritional and health beneficial properties of the varieties
available. Herein, the diversity of the major seed storage proteins
across 46 NLLs was evaluated through comparing the abundances
of the specific peptides monitored for each conglutin subfamily.
To facilitate the comparison of different peptide abundance the
raw peak peptide areas are converted into a percentage relative
to the average peak area for all 46 NLL accessions and presented
in a series of line graphs (Figures 3A–D). The overall levels of
conglutin families were assessed using the summed peak area of
the peptides belonging to each family, which was also normalized
to the average percentage of total α-, β-, δ- and γ-conglutin
contents across the analyzed lines (Supplementary Figures 3A–
D). These analyses showed major differences in the abundance
of the conglutin seed storage proteins. Results and discussion for
each family follow below.

Alpha-Conglutin Protein Family
The α-conglutin family, also known as legumin-like or 11S
globulin family, is the second most abundant protein class in
lupin seeds and comprises three unique protein subfamilies,
among which the α1 protein is more divergent in amino acid
sequence (< 40% sequence identity) in comparison to the α2
and α3 proteins, which are closely related (∼70% identity).
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FIGURE 2 | Multivariate analysis of the peptide level abundance data. (A) The PCA scores plot, PC1 vs. PC2, showing the separation of 46 NLL genotypes based
on the conglutin-derived peptide data (log10). Each color represents an NLL genotype where the wild (triangles) and domesticated (circles) varieties are indicated.
(B) The heatmap displaying the monitored marker peptide peak areas (log10) across the analyzed lines. The dendrogram from the unsupervised HCA illustrating the
similarity of the NLL varieties in terms of conglutin abundance. Each column corresponds to a genotype and every row represents a peptide. The highlighted row at
the top illustrates the counties of origin for the lines under study. The country names are abbreviated as follows: DZA (Algeria), AU (Australia), BLR (Belarus), CYP
(Cyprus), FRA (France), GRC (Greece), ISR (Israel), ITA (Italy), MAR (Morocco), POL (Poland), PRT (Portugal), ESP (Spain), Syria (SYR), and TUR (Turkey).

These proteins also have high homology with the α-conglutin
sequences from distant lupin species and 11S globulins from
other legumes (37). In fact, it has been highlighted that the
α-conglutins are potentially associated with the immunologic
cross-reactivity phenomenon with other legumes, particularly
with the Ara h 3 peanut and Gly m 6 soybean allergens
(38). The in silico investigation of the presence of known
linear epitopes in the α-conglutin proteins identified Gly m 6
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related epitopes, which were more frequently present in α1conglutin (Supplementary Figure 2A). These epitopes were
mainly found in the acidic subunit of these proteins which
is a known immunoreactive fraction from lupin (13). The
discrimination and the quantitation of the α 1-, α 2-, and
α3-conglutins were achieved through monitoring the relative
abundance of 11, 4, and 7 specific peptides, respectively. The αsubfamily specific peptides demonstrated similar patterns with
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small variations ranging from 11 to 16% across the NLLs
examined (Figure 3A). The consistency of the α-conglutin
protein levels across different NLL modern cultivars have been
demonstrated previously (16); however, distinct α-conglutin
RNA expression patterns were found between different lupin
species (7). The Polish domesticated D3 cultivar with relatively
high total protein content (22.8% above average; Supplementary
Table 2) exhibited the highest α-conglutin levels and the Spanish
W27 wild accession with comparatively lower total protein
estimated value (22.4% lower than average; Supplementary
Table 2) was found to have the lowest overall α-conglutin content
(Supplementary Figure 3A).

Beta-Conglutin Protein Family
The vicilin-like β-conglutins, which belong to 7S globulin family,
are the most abundant proteins in NLL seeds. These proteins
are involved in multifunctional roles including seedling growth,
plant development and antifungal defense response. They also
display nutraceutical characteristics such as anti-inflammatory,
hypoglycemic and antioxidant effects (9); however, antinutritional factors are also attributed to these proteins, which
are characterized as the major allergens from lupin (in NLL
named as Lup an 1; WHO/IUIS). Besides being involved in
the primary lupin allergy the β-conglutins are also reported
to be the target of immune system cross-reactivity from other
legume allergens mainly peanut Ara h 1 and soybean Gly m
5 (38). The epitope mapping analysis revealed the presence of
two soybean Gly m 5 epitopes, which were conserved across all
the proteins of this family (Supplementary Figure 2B). These
highly conserved sequence regions may have an involvement in
the cross-reactivities observed for these legumes.
Seven protein subfamilies (β1 to β7) with relatively high
amino acid sequence similarities (>75.6%) are included in the
β-conglutin family, the quantitative evaluation of which was
achieved through monitoring 3 to 8 quantitative peptides, across
the 46 NLL accessions (Supplementary Table 3). Among the
β-conglutin subfamilies the β4- and β6-conglutin proteins have
the highest degree of sequence identity (97.8%). Specific peptides
from β4 (GLTFPGSTEDVER and QLDTEVK) and β6 (QSAYER)
proteins were identified, their relative abundance displayed
similar patterns to the shared peptides (FGNFYEITPNR and
ILLGNEDEQEDDEQR) from these two proteins (β4,6 group)
across the 46 NLLs under study. This is suggestive of a common
regulatory mechanism to produce these two highly similar
proteins. A similar observation was also noted for the other βconglutin subclasses; for instance, the proteins in the β2 group
(including UniProt IDs: F5B8W0, A0A1J7FNI8, A0A1J7G5F6,
A0A1J7GN79) have been quantitatively assessed using eight
peptides, four of which are unique to F5B8W0 and the others are
shared among these proteins; however, the trend of all peptides
correlated across the analyzed NLL varieties. Altogether, larger
biological differences (between 20.6 and 64.5%) were observed
for the relative abundance of the β-conglutin protein subfamilies
(Figure 3B); the variability was particularly notable for β2 to β7
conglutin subfamilies.
The distinct interspecific β-conglutin RNA expression
patterns (7) and the presence of these proteins at different

FIGURE 3 | Relative quantitation of the marker peptides monitored for (A) α-,
(B) β-, (C) δ-, and (D) γ-conglutin families. The line graphs in each panel
compare the relative abundance of the peptides measured for each conglutin
subfamily. For ease of comparison the MRM peak area of each peptide was
converted to percentage relative to the average peak area for all accessions.
One-way ANOVA with Dunnett test was conducted for the multiple
comparisons of the experimental groups and determining the significant
differences (*p < 0.05).
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The δ4-conglutin is the most distinct protein within this family,
the peptides monitored for which were comparably low in
abundance and exhibited inconsistent trends. For ALQPVMEK
and YCYSEAK peptides, this may be explained by genotypespecific amino acid substitution in these peptide regions. Overall,
D5 and W18 are among the highest δ-conglutin containing
accessions, whilst the lower levels were notable for D3 and W28
(Supplementary Figure 3C). The protein digestibility level study
can determine if the genotypes with lower overall δ-conglutin
levels have the potential to offer a higher nutritional quality for
feed or food purposes.

levels across a number of Australian domesticated cultivars (16)
have been demonstrated previously. Herein, across the lower
β-conglutin containing D1–D6 cultivars, the peptides monitored
for β2, β3 and β4,6 protein subfamilies were either absent or
present at significantly lower levels (∼99%). Similar β-conglutin
peptide profiles were noted for D7 cultivar, apart from the
higher abundant β2 peptides measured from this cultivar. In
parallel, a comparative proteomics study of white lupin varieties
also demonstrated the disappearance of a set of β-conglutins
in the domesticated cultivar analyzed (39). This signifies the
breeding strategies used during the domestication of these lines
have led to development of lupin varieties with reduced βconglutin content, which can potentially serve as hypoallergenic
candidates for commercial cultivation or be exploited in breeding
strategies to develop improved hypoallergenic lupin varieties.
However, clinical trials will be required to determine if this
degree of alteration in the β-conglutin profiles can prevent the
adverse allergic reactions caused by lupin and/or influence the
allergy-eliciting required dose.
Interestingly, among the wild accessions, the W27 with
relatively low total protein estimate (∼23% lower than average;
Supplementary Table 2) and smaller seed size, displayed a
substantially reduced β-conglutin content, wherein all the
β-conglutin subfamilies were present but downregulated. The
levels of this protein class were found the most elevated in a
Moroccan W8 accession with relatively high estimated total
protein content (∼12% higher than average; Supplementary
Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 3B). In some instances,
the downregulation of the β-conglutin subfamilies were
compensated for by an elevation in the other conglutin
subfamilies. For example, in the low β-conglutin containing D3
cultivar, significantly higher levels of α 1-, α 2-, α 3-, β 1-, β 5-,
β 7-, γ1-conglutin peptides were measured (Figures 3A,B,D),
which contributed to the high total protein content measured for
this cultivar (Supplementary Table 2).

Gamma-Conglutin Protein Family
This protein family has garnered special interest due to their
key role in the lupin antihyperglycemic properties (44). Two γconglutin subfamilies are included in this protein class, which
are basic 7S globulins and account for the least abundant
fraction of conglutins in NLL seeds (37). Similar to other
conglutin families, the γ-conglutins are also predominantly
stored in the storage vacuoles; however, they are also found in
the extracellular apoplectic regions and exhibit stability during
germination, which suggests that these proteins may not fall
in the classical category of the seed storage proteins (40). The
aspartic-type endopeptidase activity GO term is assigned to γconglutins, which are also proposed to be involved in plant
defense mechanisms (44). In terms of allergenicity, there is
some level of discrepancy regarding the immunogenicity of these
proteins ranging from weak to strong in different reports (38).
Herein, the in silico epitope mapping evaluations revealed the
presence of two overlapping epitopes from soybean 7S basic
globulin 2 (UniProt ID: Q8RVH5) protein within the structure
of the two γ-conglutins (Supplementary Figure 2C), which
indicates the possible involvement of these proteins in the crossallergic reactions with soybean.
The γ-conglutin sequences have relatively few tryptic cleavage
sites and unlike the other conglutin families (α, β, and
δ) were previously reported to be undetectable through the
untargeted analysis of the Tris-HCl extracted lupin samples (45).
Nevertheless, herein unique tryptic peptides corresponding to
the two γ-conglutin subfamilies were determined and measured
for the evaluation of these proteins. This indicates the resistance
of γ-conglutins in native state to proteolytic degradation and
highlights the ability of the denaturing extraction buffer used
to assist in peptide liberation using trypsin digestion. Overall, a
low variance was observed for γ-conglutins across the genotypes
studied (14.2% for γ1 and 27.4% for γ2) (Figure 3D). Wherein,
the relative abundances measured for the γ1-conglutin peptides
were considerably higher compared to the γ2-conglutin peptide
responses, a pattern which was also displayed in the RNA
expression levels of the NLL γ-conglutins. The Portuguese wild
accession (W14) with the highest protein estimate result was
noted to have the highest overall γ-conglutin levels, whilst the
Moroccan accession (W21) exhibited the lowest γ-conglutin
content (Supplementary Figure 3D). The relative abundances
of the γ1-conglutin peptides were significantly higher in D2-D5,
and D7, whilst the γ2 specific peptides were found at significantly
higher levels in the D4, D6, and D7 cultivars, this elevation
may implicate the compensation for the suppressed β-conglutin

Delta-Conglutin Protein Family
The four δ-conglutin subfamilies (δ1 to δ4) include 2S sulfurrich albumin proteins, which belong to prolamin superfamily.
This class of proteins in lupin are relatively small and are
proposed to be mainly involved in storage function; however, they
may also have a defense role in the seed due to the structural
similarities with the plant cereal α-amylase/trypsin inhibitor
family (40). The δ-conglutin fraction were also found to have low
digestibility properties (41) and allergenicity potential (42, 43).
Within this family the δ1 and δ3 sequences share a high sequence
identity (over 98%), for which the discriminatory peptide
(SSQESEESEELDQCCEQLNELNSQR, unique to δ1) and the
shared peptides demonstrated similar trends and were employed
for evaluation of these proteins over the study genotypes.
Among the δ-conglutin subfamilies, substantial divergence was
observed in the abundance of the δ2 and δ4 peptides where 83
and 116% overall variance were estimated for these proteins,
respectively (Figure 3C). The δ2-conglutin peptides were found
to be significantly increased in abundance in the wild accessions
W26, W9, W26, and W10; on the contrary, these peptide markers
were absent or present at low levels in 21 of the investigated
genotypes (including 8 domesticated and 13 wild accessions).
Frontiers in Nutrition | www.frontiersin.org
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levels across these domesticated lines, for ensuring the overall
protein quantity within the seed, a phenomenon which has been
previously reported for other seeds such as ultra-low-gluten
barley cultivars (46) and transgenic soybean seeds (47). These
NLL cultivars with lower allergenic β-conglutin content and
higher bioactive γ-conglutin levels may offer enhanced health
benefits; however, the lupin seed proteome also includes several
thousand moderate or low abundant proteins (19). For deeper
understanding of the proteome composition and rebalancing
mechanisms a comprehensive investigation of the proteomewide alterations is essential.
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CONCLUSION
Knowledge of the conglutin abundance diversity within NLL
germplasm can be used to identify superior genotypes and
facilitate the development of NLL varieties with optimal protein
composition and traits. The targeted LC-MS/MS assay developed
herein allowed the discrimination and quantitative evaluation
of the conglutin proteins’ subclasses across a diverse range of
domesticated and wild NLL accessions. Distinct differences were
observed across the analyzed lines based on their conglutin
profiles, wherein the major variability was associated with the βand δ-conglutin protein contents. Importantly, the absence/lower
abundance of the β2- to β6-conglutin subfamilies were noted
across several Australian and Polish domesticated cultivars. This
led to the suppression of the overall allergenic β-conglutin levels
in these NLLs, for which some degree of compensatory elevation
of α- and γ-conglutin families was noted. The identified potential
hypoallergenic NLL varieties can be used for commercial
cultivation or be exploited in breeding strategies to enhance the
quality of lupin gain a food ingredient. Further studies focusing
on the digestibility values and clinical immunogenicity of these
lines can unravel the association of the conglutin profiles with
nutritional quality of lupin varieties.
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